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FRUGAL CONSTRUCTION OF A SUPERIOR DIGITAL LASER POWER-METER 
Ben R. Edwards 
Sponsor: Mark Masters 
Department of Physics 
Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne 
A Laser Power-meter is an instrument capable of measuring the average power of a laser. 
Commercial power meters may be purchased, but at substantial cost ($2,000). The technology 
involved in the construction of such a device is not complicated. Therefore, we have made one 
with the help of a microcontroller, and the overall cost of materials was cut to $15. Our design 
of a Laser Power-meter works by measuring temperature increases of thermal absorption based 
on the absorption of light. The absorption approach was chosen because it will result in a flat 
response, meaning all laser wavelengths are treated equally, which is extremely desirable. The 
equation which describes the energy flow in such a device is given as mc(dT/dt)=P - EcrA1(T4­
T04)-kA(~T/L), in which c is the specific heat of the sensor material, A1 is the surface area of 
the sensor, A is the cross-sectional area of contact of the sensor with the conductor, Lis the 
thickness, Pis the power of the laser, ~Tis the temperature difference between the conductive 
surfaces in the sensor, and EcrA1(T4-To4) is the energy lost to radiation. We have made the sensor 
such that the energy lost to thermal radiation is negligible. The microcontroller converts the · 
sensor output to a digital signal, and performs the proper calculations to increase the response 
time of the meter and to allow quick and easy data logging. 
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